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As we meet each Friday noon, the AHI Administrative committee considers many issues. We start by 
reviewing our decisions from the last meeting and then consider a growing list of people who have 
expressed interest in volunteering at one of our many affiliated hospitals. I am always impressed by 
the diversity of skills and interests offered from around the world to Adventist health care projects. 
Young graduates to seasoned professionals find satisfaction and meaning in becoming involved. Their 
interest has often been nurtured by one of our team in the field after some form of initial contact or a 
site visit. 
 
Then the committee turns to the issues of the week. This may be a report of progress, or often a re-
quest for assistance. It may be the need for a particular clinical expertise, building or equipment repair 
questions, political issues, or something else, usually coming in by email from our 30 some institu-
tions. We are also receiving more and more requests to start new locations, or affiliate with existing 
hospitals. This includes requests to reconnect in Nigeria, Ethiopia, and India. Ghana has a number of 
new institutions that want to be part of AHI. And our dreams of entering new countries, particularly 
in the 10/40 window (the areas of the world between 10 and 40 degrees north of the equater believed 
to have the highest level of socioeconomic challenges), is always on our mind.  

With our emphasis on education and capacity building, we have particular interest and concern for 
universities and hospitals that want to start health professional training programs. This now includes 
Cosendai University in eastern Cameroon, Adventist University of Central Africa in Kigali, Rwanda, 
and Adventist University of Haiti in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, as well as many of our established hospitals 
wanting to upgrade their nursing or other training programs. Educational programs always bring 
a nice feel and emphasis to institutions, with enthusiastic young people on campus, pursuing their 
dreams and careers. Many of these young professionals go on to work for other institutions, bringing 
our particular emphasis on Christian care and competence to hospitals across each country.

A question we are struggling with mightily these days is how big should AHI become? We are largely 
based on volunteers with real jobs at Loma Linda or retirees with a passion for missions. The time has 
come when we need to develop full time capacity in a number of areas. With thanks to our many do-
nors, we are increasingly able to make major financial commitments to institutional needs, including 
providing expertise they need for critical issues. As this report shows, over $1.7 million was donated 
this year to AHI to help in our mission of service. Equally gratifying are the many individuals who are 
living their dreams by working and serving in institutions made effective by their AHI linkages.  

So a great big thank you to each of you who have made AHI an organization of your interest and sup-
port. We value your commitment and greatly appreciate your confidence in the work we are doing. 
Keep us in your prayers, as we struggle in many countries with dangerous conditions and occasion-
al tragedies. But nothing feels more right than bringing hope and healing to the world. It not only 
relieves pain and suffering in those we serve, but brings meaning and satisfaction to those engaged in 
this service. So you have helped make our lives complete while we give you an opportunity to express 
your commitment to others. What could be better than that?

Sincerely yours,
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PRESIDENT’S 
REPORT 

Richard H Hart, MD, DrPH, President
Adventist Health International 



We are a multinational, nonprofit corporation with headquarters in Loma Linda, California. 

We provide coordination, consultation, management and technical assistance to hospitals 
and health care services operated by the Seventh-day Adventist Church, primarily in 
developing countries. 

We believe that every health care institution must be firmly rooted in its community with 
concern for all aspects of development and will pursue policies and programs that 
accomplish this aim. 

We are committed to the education of health care professionals and encourage the 
establishment and/or retention of professional training programs whenever appropriate. 
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Sixty-five kilometers from the city of Blantyre in the southern part of Malawi, 
Makwasa serves as home to what is known today as a place of health and healing. 
Malamulo Seventh-day Adventist Hospital.

Beginning as a primary school in 1902, Malamulo went on to add a clinic in 1915 
and later transformed into a leprosarium. This began the rich history of service 
that Malamulo is renowned for throughout the country. 

On Sept. 8, 2015, Malamulo held a centenary celebration to honor its first 100 
years of healing. Throughout the decades the hospital has struggled and perse-
vered through trying times and successes. Every hospital has its ups and downs, 
and this 200-bed mission facility located amongst fields of tea leaves and some of 
the most beautiful sunrises you will ever see is no different. 

The event was coordinated by local Malawians and missionaries serving at the 
mission hospital. Jason Blanchard, CEO of Malamulo, shared that he wanted this 
event to not simply be focused on the work of the American missionaries, but on 
the work of the Malawians. 

“These are the local missionaries who choose to work at a Christian institution 
where they might not be paid as much as they would elsewhere,” Blanchard 
expressed. “They choose to work because they feel that they can help to make a 
difference in the lives of those in need. And these are the people who are Mala-
mulo.”  

The celebration itself was an opportunity for both Malawians and expats to 
partake in the journey that has led the hospital to where it is today. One attendee 
shared a very special perspective as she told her story of working at the hospital 
in the early years. 

ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF HEALING 
Malamulo Hospital

Photo:  Malamulo Seventh-day Adventist Hospital located in Makwasa, Malawi
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Right photo: Dr. Hart leads the dedication of the future Chalala project.  

Lisnett Chipyoza, now 109 years old, began working at Malamulo when she was 
19 years old and later went on to become a nurse midwife. 

Chipyoza encountered hardships along the way. Serving as one of the first female 
Malawian nurses, and at a Christian hospital, her family was ridiculed and threat-
ed, but despite this she chose to stay.

“Every time I would even consider 
quitting I would have a dream or 
vision showing me my purpose,” 
Chipyoza reflected. “God would 
show me what it was that I was 
supposed to do. That was work 
at Malamulo where I could help 
people.”

According to Chipyoza’s daugh-
ter, her mother was loved by all 
her patients. Everyone wanted to 
have her as their midwife because 

she was kind and caring and good at her job. It is the people like Chipyoza that 
have shaped and formed Malamulo into a hospital that continues to provide ad-
vanced health care to those in need. 

In attendance at the event were General Conference of Seventh-day Adventist 
Church representatives, Loma Linda University Health faculty and staff, repre-
sentatives from the Southern Africa-Indian Ocean Division, the Malawian Minis-
ter of Health, Peter Kumpalume, and many more. All joined together to reminisce 
on what the hospital has endured and envision where it will go from here.

In the 80-plus years since Chipyoza first walked the halls of Malamulo on her 
nursing rounds, the hospital has grown and flourished in the community. Serving 
as home to 36 Loma Linda University medical alumni over the years—with scores 
more coming over as short-term volunteers—Malamulo was designated as the 
first Loma Linda University Health field station, offering faculty research oppor-
tunities, resident rotations and student training. 

Today the 200-bed hospital is increasingly sophisticated and covers all major 
medical specialties while also serving as a teaching hospital. In 2014 Malamulo 
became a part of PAACS (Pan African Academy of Christian Surgeons), a surgical 
residency program for African physicians. The program is a strategic response to 
the need for surgeons in Africa and allows for surgical residents to train at one of 
the PAACS hospitals and then go on to work in their homeland upon completion. 
The need for surgeons is ever growing and this program is just one of the many 
advances that Malamulo is supporting to provide superior care to African coun-
tries.  

Malamulo stands strong and throughout the past 100 years has become a staple 
name in the near and far communities throughout Malawi. Because of the dedi-
cated workers both local and those from AHI and Loma Linda University Health, 
this facility will continue to grow in stature and expertise.

“It is indeed a privilege to be identified with Malamulo,” Richard Hart, MD, 
DrPH, president of AHI, shared. “We look forward to even more collaboration 
and innovations in the future.”

CHALALA DEDICATION
In September of 2015, nearly 100 Seventh-day Adventists from all over Africa 
and California gathered together on a dry, seemingly nondescript plot of land in 
Zambia to commemorate the beginning of something “groundbreaking.” Some-
thing exciting that will benefit the surrounding community for generations to 
come. There is more to this piece of land than the dying grass, the dust that rises 
at the slightest movement of your foot, and the small, plain housing structure that 
signifies the building that is yet to come. This land represents more: the Chalala 
project. 

The Chalala Adventist Medical Center will be a multispecialty clinic to be con-
structed on this empty 10 acres of land that was deeded to the church by the city 
of Lusaka. 

“We praise God that we were able to secure such prime residential land so close 
to the nation’s capital, where demand for our services will be high,” Harrington 
Akombwa, president of the Adventist Church in Zambia declared after taking 
part in the project dedication. 

To learn more about this project and how you can become involved as the 
project progresses, please visit www.ahiglobal.org/Chalala 
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“Around lunchtime as my friends and I were on the second story of a shop in Pokahara we started to feel the building move. Everyone quickly headed for the stairs while remaining 
fairly composed. It wasn’t until we were all outside and the earthquake continued and seemed to build in strength that those around started yelling and pointing at nearby trees and 

power lines which they feared might fall on them. Some people were crying and holding onto their loved ones. There were dogs running by whining and whimpering. 
The shaking and writhing of the ground seemed to last for about 20 to 30 seconds.”

Nepal: A mountainous region, historically famous for being the home of the highest point on earth, Mount Everest. Now known for a different reason. On April 25 
at approximately 11:56 a.m. the ground began to shake and quiver — a phenomenon that is fairly common due to the geographical location. But as time progressed 
people began to realize that this was something bigger. 

The quote above is a direct account by a Loma Linda University (LLU) student published as a CNN iReport shortly after the earthquake in Nepal. It was written by 
Justin Woods, a fourth-year medical student. Woods was finishing a rotation at Scheer Memorial Hospital, an AHI site. Scheduled to leave Nepal in early May, Woods 
and his wife, Betsy, both experienced the quake firsthand. 

NEPAL EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE

Photos: Contributed by LLUH response teams and students who 
experienced the earthquake firsthand. 
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In addition to Woods, Charles Graves, another fourth-year medical student from 
LLU, was also finishing his rotation at Scheer and was able to fly out of Nepal the 
day after the earthquake, shortly before the airports were shut down.

“When the earthquake started I began 
looking for a place to run for safety,” Graves 
said. “That is when you realize that there is 

nowhere safe to run.”

When Graves arrived in Nepal in late March, several people told him that it 
probably would not be long before they had another earthquake. But the truth is, 
you cannot prepare for the realization that what you are experiencing is not like 
the common small and brief Southern California earth shaker. No, it is a natural 
disaster that could end your life along with thousands of others. 

At a magnitude of 7.8, the initial earthquake, followed by the second several 
weeks later on May 12 at a magnitude of 7.3, caused irrevocable damage — struc-
tural ruin, demolished homes, and injuries that will continue to cause death and 
long-term health problems due to infections and other related issues. 

The aftermath is catastrophic.  

Located 15 kilometers east of Kathmandu, in Banepa, Scheer received minimal 
structural damage and remained active. During the earthquake, all staff and 
patients were moved outside into makeshift tent hospitals, and two cesarean sec-
tions were performed on the spot while the aftershocks continued. 

“Our hospital was fully functional,” Dale Mole, hospital CEO, reported shortly 
after the first earthquake. “We sustained some minor damage but nothing that 
would really impair our capabilities or capacity.”

The hospital was assessed to determine its needs, and to help meet these needs, 
Loma Linda University Health deployed an orthopedic surgical team on May 6. 
The team consisted of two orthopedic surgeons, an orthopedic resident, an anes-
thesiologist, a surgery scrub tech and a logistical support person. 

It was while on site that this team experienced the second big hit, the 7.3. Accord-
ing to Andrew Haglund, the logistical support team member, “It was the scariest 
moment of my life. I was on the third floor of the hospital planning for exactly 
this type of situation.” 

When they realized it was not a minor aftershock, he and others in the room ran 
sock-footed down the stairs to the yard for safety. They regained composure and 
assumed leadership to help contain the chaos. 

Mole went on to say that the team operated with military precision and organi-
zation during the crisis. “The presence of LLU and AHI provided a tremendous 
morale boost to the staff at Scheer. It clearly demonstrated the rapid response and 
global reach of AHI during 
times of crisis and helped 
reassure the staff that they 
did not have to face adver-
sity alone. Compassionate 
‘strangers’ disrupted their 
lives and traveled to the 
other side of the world 
to help people they had 
never met. This was a true 
demonstration of Christ’s 
love in action.” 
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Church Partners
ASI - Adventist-Laymen’s Services and 
 Industries
Bakersfield International SDA Church
Calimesa SDA Church
Camden SDA Church
Caribou SDA Church
Carmichael SDA Church
Church of the Advent Hope
Columbia Union Conference
Elmshaven SDA Church
Fairplan SDA Church
Forest Falls SDA Church
General Conference World Headquarters
Inchelium SDA Church
Lewiston SDA Church
Lincoln SDA Church
Loma Linda Romanian SDA Church
Mentone SDA Church
Merrimack Valley SDA Church
Mission Road Church of SDA
North American Division of Seventh-day 
 Adventists
Oceanside SDA Church
Ooltewah SDA Church
Pacific Union College SDA Church
Pioneer Memorial Church of SDA
Quincy SDA Church
Sandstone Chapel SDA Church
Seventh Day Adventist Village SDA Church
Three Angels Broadcasting Network
Vallejo Drive SDA Church
Walla Walla University Church of SDA

Organizational Partners
AccuVein
Alumni Association, LLU School of Medicine
AmazonSmile Foundation
Association of International Medical Services, 
Inc.
Battle Creek Academy
Cornerstone Properties
Faculty Physician and Surgeons of LLUSM
Foundation for the Greatest Good
Freed Plastic Surgery
Global Health Institute
Loma Linda University, Office of Accounting
Malawi Medical Missions
Maree Noble Elizabeth Stumpf Memorial Fund
Medical Auxiliary, School of Medicine Alumni 
Association
Optimus Architecture
Pomerene Hospital
Restore a Child
Rivergate Adventist School, Grades 1&2
SimpleUpdates.com, Inc.
SssnakesAlive! Reptiles
Three Graces Foundation, Inc.
University Extension
Versacare, Inc.
White Memorial Medical Center

Individual Partners
Mr. Victor Aagaard
Mr. and Mrs. Salam M. Aboujaoude
Ms. Jennifer Adams
Mr. Stanley W. Adams
Ms. Christy M. Adema
Ms. Roberta Adey
Chime and Florence Adiele
Mr. Oluwatobi Afolayan
Mr. Adrian Agudelo
Sylvia J. Ahn
Duane and Kitty Alexenko
Ms. Evelyn Allen
Mr. Boris Ambrus
Mr. Benjamin Y. An
Mr. Thomas Andrews
Danilyn M. Angeles, PhD
Stanton and Carol Appleton
Ms. Jesusa Aquino
Joe and Andrea Atchison
Ms. Shirley Joy Avellona
Mr. Mark Awad
Ms. Judy Ayars
Ms. Jillionna Bailey
Ms. Josianne Bailey
Ms. Judy W. Bailey
Leif K. Bakland, DDS
Ms. Joan Banks
Christopher and Wendi Barber
Rodney and Ann Bardell
Jennifer and William Barker
Jennifer Barker, MPH
Lew and Andrea Barker
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Barker
Ms. Wende Barker
Samuel and Carolyn Barnes
Mr. Jeff Barrette
Douglas and Karen Batchelor
Ms. Melinda Bathan
Mr. Kenneth Bathgate
Ms. Marie Baumgartner
Mr. Michael Beamish
Robert and Myrna Beehler
B. Lyn Behrens Basaraba, MBBS

Ms. Pamela Bellette
Jack and Sharan Bennett
Mr. Donald Bentley
Mr. Thomas Berning
Drs. Steve and Bobetta Berthelsen
Mrs. Barbara L. Bestpitch
Mardian and Joan Blair
Gary and Karen Blanchard
Elder Jack Blanco
Rick and Susan Bockmann
Ms. Mermelene Borillo
Elizabeth Bossert, PhD
Ms. Nidia A. Bowery
C. Edward and Teri Boyatt
Mr. William P. Bradford
Ms. Whitney Brammer
Ms. Ingrid Brandt
Mr. Michael Brandt
Mr. Chris Bredeson
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth J. Breyer
Ms. Brittainy Brown
Ms. Caroline Brown
Ms. Joyce Brown
Julie Bryson, MD
Mrs. Shirley Budd
Mr. Harold Burden
Mr. Gary Burdick
Ms. Jean Burgdorff
Ms. Florence Burton
Mr. and Mrs. Donald R. Byard
Mr. David W. Calder
Mr. and Mrs. Mickey F. Campbell
Ms. Katya Campos
Ms. Mayra Capella
Chris and Shuganti Caradonna
Mr. Raymond E. Carlton
Julie and Gary Carpenter
Mr. Adrian Casas
Ms. Challis Annette Casebolt
Donald and Mary Ann Casebolt
Donald and Donna Casebolt
Dr. Mario E. Ceballos
Gilbert B. Chapman
Charles T. Chaya, MD

SUPPORTING PARTNERS
Our work is made possible only through the generous support of individuals, 

organizations, churches and corporations. We deeply appreciate you 
and thank you for your continued support. 
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Gregory Cheek, MD
Mr. Justin Chen
Ms. Susan Chenoweth
Mr. Jeffrey Cho
Ms. Joyce Choe
Mr. Warren Ritche Christianson
Ms. Kathryn H. Chu
Ms. Madeleine H. Chu
Mr. and Ms. Jeremy Claridge
Mr. James M. Clark
Ms. Camilyn Clayville
Ms. Susan L. Clayville
Ms. Jessica Coffee
Shawn Collins, DNP, PhD, CRNA
Stanley and Vaneta Condon
Stephen and Alberta Cook
Elder and Mrs. Lowell C. Cooper
Daniel and Marilyn Cotton
Pastor and Mrs. Panayotis Coutsoumpos
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Coy
Ms. Elaine Coyazo
Ms. Jessica Craik
James and Shallena Crounse
Mrs. Virginia Crounse
Mr. and Mrs. Roger W. Cumbo
Ms. Deborah Curbek
Charles and Jane Cutting
Robert W. Cwiakala
Mr. Jerry E. Daly
Mr. Timothy J. Danaher
Mr. Oscar Daniels
Allyssa and Russell Dann
Ms. H. Maxine Darling
Chiranjib Dasgupta, PhD
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence E. Davidson
Ms. Nancy L. Davidson
Ms. Kimberly Davis
Ms. Tracy Dawes
Shirani C. de Alwis-Chand, EdD
Mr. Linden deCarmo
Mr. Jason Dedeker
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard R. Deffner
Ms. Marilyn Deininger
Ms. Mirna E. DeWitt
Mr. Steve DeWitt
Nicolas and Liliana Diaz
Austin and Rebecca Dice
Ms. Barbara Djordjevic
Mr. Robert J. Dobias
Larry and Jane Dodds
Ms. Jayetta Donaldson
Larry and Theresa Doran
Joseph and Mary Anne Dorchuck
Mr. Linden Doss
Charles and Kelley Downing
Lawrence and Arleen Downing
Mr. Gary Droemer
Dr. Richard D. Dunbar

Mrs. Norma Dyke
Ms. Renee Edwards
Ms. Marie Joyce Eicher
Bonavee J. Eichner
Mr. Dave Eichner
Dr. and Mrs. Harvey A. Elder
Mr. Intithar Elias
Mr. Harold Ellison
Mr. Paul Emerson
Ms. Bonnie Ensminger
Ms. Charlotte Erickson
Ms. Renee Erikson
Ms. Pamela Esquivel
Ms. Dinah Lee Evans
Mrs. Joni Evans
Donald C. Fahrbach, M.D.
Pastor and Mrs. Rafael Familia
Ms. Esther Farley
Joseph and Dianne Fass
Ms. Irmgard Fenger
Ms. Aubrey Ferguson
Ms. Lynette Fernando
Ms. Rachel Fernando
David and Linda Ferry
Ms. Arlys A. Fillman
Mrs. Arline Finkbiner
Mrs. Darlene Fischer
Ms. Adah Fisher
Deo and Karen Fisher
Marianne Fitzgerald
Bonnie J. Forrester, DPTSc
Ms. Carol Fortson
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Foster
Ray and Frances Foster
Jeremy and Ellen Francisco
Jan French
Ms. Susan Venita Fries
Dr. and Mrs. Geir P. Frivold
Robert and Danetta Frost
Ms. Ashley Fuller
Mr. Corey Fuller
Donn and Jacqueline Gaede
Mr. Michael Gardner
Ms. Joan M. Gately
Mr. Zachary Gately
Mr. James Gebhardt
Daniel Giang, MD
Mr. Donovan Gibson
Ms. Eleanor Gibson
Ms. Karen Gibson
Mr. Andrew D. Giem
Richard A. Gingrich, MD
Ms. Janet Goertzen
Ms. Joana Goodin
Loranne Grace
Mr. Ronald Grange
Mr. Angelo Grasso
Mr. Brian Grattan

Ms. Carrie Graves
Charles and Denise Graves
Charlie Graves
Ms. Jennifer Gray
Aaron and Cassandra Graybill
Ms. Christina Graybill
Ms. Victoria S. Green
Mr. Dietmar A. Grellman
David and Carrie Grellmann
Albin and Irene Grohar
Ms. Ines Guillen
Ms. Lori Gulley
Ms. Jeannine H. Gurley
Ms. Cassy Guthrie
Todd and Patricia Guthrie
Mr. Richard G. Hackett
Edmond and Ella Haddad
Mrs. Merrilee Hadley Scofield
Andrew and Laurel Haglund
Donald and Trish Hall
Mrs. Mary Ann J. Hall
Mr. Tyson Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Hamel
Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Hamel
Ms. Melinda P. Hamilton
Ms. Sandra Handysides
Mrs. Myrna L. Hanna
Ms. Martha Hansen
Ms. Heidee Hanson
Jonathan and Lisa Hanson
Ms. Sheri Harder
Mr. and Mrs. Brent G. Hardinge
Mr. Fred Hardinge
Ms. Claudia Harland
Ms. Loyola Harmon
Ms. Nanci E. Harms
Ms. Allison P. Harper
Jeff and Nikele Harper
Dr. David P. Harris
Richard and Judith Hart
Mrs. Ruth Hart
Donald and Adria Hay
J. Michael Hay, MD
Mr. Karl Heghesan
Harvey E. Heidinger, MD
Raymond and Marilyn Herber
Dr. and Mrs. John E. Herzenberg
Ms. Marilynn J. Heyde
Robert A. Hieb, MD
Mr. Steven W. Hildebrand
Ms. Gail L. Hill
Ms. Geraldine Hill
M. Earle Hill, MPH
Ms. Sharine Hill
Mr. Eric A. Himes
Ms. Lolita J. Hirst
Dr. John Hoehn
Mr. Robert Holland

Dr. and Mrs. Elie Honore
Mr. Ryan D. Horner
Ms. Jasmin Horsham
Ms. Lisa Howard
Chung-Tsen Hsueh, MD
Mr. James Hughes
Ms. Launa Hulse
Lisa and James Hulse
Mr. Enacio Hunt
Mr. Bryan Hurt
Ms. Lisa Hwang
Mr. and Mrs. Nehemias Imperio
Mr. Carl Imthurn
Ms. Aysha Inankur
Ms. Lori M. Jackson
Brian and Tami Jacques
Dr. and Mrs. Edgar J. Jimenez
Alan E. Johlman, DDS
Ms. Bonnie Johnson
Dean Russell Johnson, MD
Mr. Ken Johnson
Laurie and Grant Johnson
Mr. Michael Johnson
Ms. Patricia Johnson
Mr. Philip G. Johnson
Mr. William Johnsson
Christian W. Johnston, Esq.
Mr. Michael D. Johnston
Mr. Robert Johnston
Ms. Carol H. Jones
Dustin and Heidi Jones
Ms. Kathleen A. Jones
Ms. Miriam Jones Parsons
Mr. Paramjit Judge
Polly Justice
Mr. Jerome Kabayiza
Ms. Doreen D. Kaiser
Joseph I. Kang, MD
Mr. Brett Kaplan
Mr. Jay Karolyi
Robert and Diane Katsma
Mr. Jordan Kattenhorn
Ms. AnneMarie Kemp
Mr. Chong Kim
Mr. Daniel Kim
David Kim
Ms. Deborah Kim
Jonathan and Susan Kim
Mr. Joseph Kim
Ms. Melissa Kim
Paul and Kimberly Kim
Mr. Richard Kim
Milton and Deanna Kindrick
Ms. Bethani King
Mr. Edward King
Gerald W. King, MD
Mr. David S. Kittle
David and Sandra Koenig
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Ms. Chana Kostenko
Ms. Anita Kowatsch
Barry and Lisa Krall
Mrs. Helen L. Krall
Mr. Rian D. Krilljus
Zipporah Krishnasami, MD
Ms. Tara Kuehl
Leroy and Evelyn Kuhn
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Kuhn
Ms. Emily Kurlinski
Richard and Janet Kurzynske
Mr. Chip Kyle
David and Holly Lackey
Mr. Russell Laird
Carrie Lam
Dr. and Mrs. Dale F. Lamberton
Henry and Elaine Lamberton
Peter Landless, MB, Bch, MMed
Carol Lanfear
Mr. Kevin Lang
Mr. and Mrs. Mark LaRose
Pamela and Douglas Laue
Frank and Robin Lawrence
Kenneth and Lucinda Lawson
Nancy Hoyt Lecourt
Mr. Ben Lee
Mr. Cameron Lee
Dr. Harold L. Lee
Hobart Lee, MD
Mr. Jed Daniel Lee
Ms. Joy Lee
Mr. Larry Lee
Ms. Sarah Lee
Mr. Thomas Lemon
Wayne and Patricia Lemon
Mr. Edwin Leon
Dr. Mark Lepore
Pixley and Susan Lewis
Nathan and Susan Lewis
Albert and Hannah Li
Albert and Loretta Liersch
Matabai Lim
Mrs. Aina G. Lindquist
William and Barbara Liston
Mr. Doug Logan
Ms. April Losey
Travis E. Losey, MD
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Lougheed
Ms. Priscilla Luke
Mr. Orrin L. Lundy
Ms. Elena Luo
Mr. Nicholaus Lutz
Wesley and Chrislyn Lutz
Ms. Pamela Lyon
Ms. Carol Maas
Ms. Shirley Macaulay
Earl and Gail Mack
Ted and Linda Mackett

Rob and Jeanene MacLean
Ms. Amy MacPhee
Sarah Madrid, MD
Mr. Warren Magnuson
Ms. Esther Marcoe
Ms. Luella Marcoe
Ms. Pauline Marcoe
J. Lynn and Karen Martell
Frank and Shelia Martin
Ms. Joann Martin
Mr. Andrew D. Mashchak
Ms. Sarah Massatt
Mr. Eric Matsumoto
Ms. Ivanna Maxson
Raymond L. Mayor, MD
Ms. Melissa McCormick
Ms. Charis M. McCoy
Ms. Catherine McDonough
Ms. Deborah McFatter
Drs. William and Julie McGhee
Ms. Jewel McKeever
Ms. Monica McKenzie
Ms. Susan S. McKenzie
James and Kathleen McMillan
Paul J. McMillan, PhD
Ryan and Marla Melnick
Ms. Amanda Meyer
Ms. Janelle N. Michaelis
Kenneth and Barbara Mittleider
Mrs. Salma I. Mohr
Mr. Enrique Molina
Mr. Eric D. Moll
Irene and Edward Moon
Mr. David Moore
Mr. Kenneth Moore
Ms. Doris Morgan
Ms. Marilyn S. Morgan
Travis and Mindy Morrell
Ms. Sara L. Morris
Edward and Valeetah Motschiedler
Ms. Marian Mowery
Dr. Stephen D. Mulder
Mr. Jonathan Mullen
Ms. Gail Munson
Dr. and Mrs. William G. Murdoch, Jr.
Mr. Edward Nagy
Mr. Ronald Nalin
Mr. Joseph Nasrawy
Ms. Adina Nasui
Rodney and Kandi Neal
Kerry Lennard Neall, MD
Dr. Jay Neil
Dr. Bradley W. Nelson
Dr. Harry Nelson
Scott and Marni Nelson
Kermit and Ronnalee Netteburg
Ms. Arlene Newman
Mr. Terrence Newmyer

Ms. Thao Nguyen
Mr. Jerome Nichols
Jan and Kevin Nick
Nicole Nicolas and Duane Tan
Mr. Phil Nist
Mr. Richard P. Noble
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Norman
Mr. Olivier Nsengiyumva
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Nwankpa
Mr. Raymond A. Olsen
Ms. Marta Fellows Olteanu
Ms. Mo O’Reilly
Dr. Michael J. Orlich
Ms. Sara Orozco
John E. Osborne, MD, FACEP
Trevor H. Paris, MD
Ms. Andrea D. Parra
Ms. Carol Rocio Parra Rozo
Dr. Sheela Parrish
Ms. Joyce Passer
Mr. Mark Pasternak
Dr. Daniel J. Patton
Ms. Brenda S. Peace
Ms. Mary Lou Peckham
Wilmonte L. Penner, DDS, MS
Mr. Edward Perry
Ms. Vicky P. Perry
Floyd and Eileen Petersen
Ms. Connie Phillips
David and Suzanne Phillips
Shane Phillips
Kenneth W. Pierson, DDS
Michelle and Zachary Piner
Mr. Aleksandrs Podbrezskis
Ms. Sharmila Price
Michael and Kristin Priest
Ms. Sheila Prilwitz
Donald and Janet Pursley
Ms. Janelle L. Pyke
Rick and Linda Quast
Ms. Catherine Quinn
Ms. Christine Ramirez
Ms. Nicole Recinos
Gary and Laura Reiber
Ms. Heather Reifsnyder
Mr. Daniil Reouk
Ms. Dawn Riggs
Robert and Dotty Rigsby
Ms. Rhonda Ringer
Randy and Anita Roberts
Charles and Murleen Robertson
Mr. Richard Robertson
Ms. Geneva R. Rockeman
Ms. Deborah Rodman
Father Ignatius H. Rodrigues
Ms. Paula Roeloffs
John and Sue Rogers
Ms. Myrna Roper

Kenneth and Lana Rose
Mrs. Mary A. Ross
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Rothgeb
Sara and Jef Rowland
Ms. Renee Royer
Ms. Lercy Rubin
Michael and Carol Rue
Ms. Kathryn Ruggles
Ms. Martha Ruggles
Joyce Beatrice Runge
Obed B. Rutebuka, PhD
Ms. Nancy Ryu
Ms. Melissa Sanburg
Ms. Dona Sandefur
Mr. and Mrs. Jere Sandefur
Lauren Harris, MD
Travis and Lauren Sandefur
Mr. James A. Sanders, Jr.
Ms. Marilyn A. Sanders
Aileen W. Saunders
Gregory and Kathleen Saunders
Doyle and Lorelei Saxby
Donald and Gail Schatzschneider
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Photo: Local Malawian girls cling tightly to one another as they walk home
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Shanti Ruth Krishnasami was the old-
est of us six sisters. We had emigrated 
from India to North America in the 
early 70s—for religious reasons. Shanti 
was always the mature, wise one. 

As children, we’d often equate her to 
animals—the “owl” because she was 
smart and wore glasses, the “giraffe” 
because she seemed so tall to us back 
then and when mad, that was the 
meanest, most derogatory thing we 
could think of to call her. Although she 
was serious and worked hard, she also 
had a nerdy, quirky side—waking us 
up with her rendition of Simon and 
Garfunkel’s “Wake up little Suzie,” 
beginning conversations with “Qu’est-
ce que?” just to demonstrate her love 
for anything French Canadian, and 
laboring for hours in the kitchen as a 
mad scientist, perfecting her lasagna 
or cheese cake; but if you were to ask 
anyone of us sisters what stood out 
about Shanti, we’d say it was her deep, 
spiritual bond with God. She loved 
Him. They were best friends.

At a young age, Shanti knew she want-
ed to be a medical doctor. The road 
to becoming a doctor was not an easy 
one. As first generation immigrants, we 
didn’t have much. We felt the pangs of 
poverty—sometimes having a limited 
food supply, wearing the same sec-
ond-hand jeans every day, scrounging 
for pennies to meet the $1 required 
science fee. Shanti compensated for the 
poverty by working hard. She stud-
ied to the wee hours of the morning, 
brooding over books. She’d give her 

100 percent, starting from her academy 
days at Kingsway College and extend-
ing to her later years at the University 
of Huntsville (UAH) where she earned 
a Master’s in Biochemistry. Her heart 
was broken several times when she 
didn’t get into medical school; but this 
didn’t stop her. She worked harder. 

Finally, she got in. We were all over-
joyed. Of course, we saw even less of 
her as she carried her work ethics into 
medical school at the University of Al-
abama at Birmingham (UAB) and then 
later into medical residency at Emory 
University. When we did see her, she 
was often sleeping on the couch, trying 
to catch up on sleep; but she was still 
her same quirky, driven self. Shanti 
decided to become a cardiologist. She 
was accepted into a fellowship pro-
gram in Tulane. When we talked to 
her, we could sense she was happy and 
perhaps relaxing a bit more. We were 
all happy for her. Her lifelong struggle 
seemed to reach some level of good 
fruition. 

But then Oct. 4, 1993 happened. We 
received the midnight call, “Shanti was 
shot...and is dead.” That evening, after 
finishing her rounds at the hospital, 
she had gone to a grocery store with 
a guard tower thinking she was safe. 
Two men targeted and killed her in 
a carjacking attempt. The last words 
she uttered when she saw the 0.45 
caliber gun was “No.” She was saying 
“No” because her work had not been 
completed, but two men decided they 
would finish it for her.

It’s been over two decades since that 
fateful night. Our hearts still ache. 
Immediately after her death, several 
of Shanti’s patients and colleagues 
reached out to us. They described her 
as we knew her: compassionate and 
passionate. Her fellowship director 
said she had moxie, grit. She was a 
beautiful, quiet, dedicated physician, 
always putting her patients first. The 
more helpless and hopeless her pa-
tients were, the more she fought for 
them. A story was recounted about 
how she bought a patient a bag of gro-
ceries, reminding us all of the lonely jar 
of pickles in her own fridge.

We can’t bring Shanti back. But we 
can bring some sense to her senseless 
death. To do this, we have established 
the Shanti Ruth Pediatric Fund through 
AHI. With this fund, we hope to con-
tinue her mission of service. Some of 
us have personally witnessed the needs 
at Malamulo Hospital. They are real. 
Many children succumb to poverty, 
malaria, HIV, malnutrition and other 
treatable diseases in Malawi.

By Shanti’s Sisters

Shanti had written these words 
of hope in her Bible: 

“We are troubled on every 
side, yet not distressed; we 
are perplexed, but not in 
despair; persecuted, but 
not forsaken; cast down, 

but not destroyed.” 
2 Corinthians 4:8 (KJV)

The Shanti Ruth Pediatric Fund

Photo top: These Malawian children are just some
of many that are benefiting from the Shanti Ruth 

Pediatric Fund
Photo left: Shanti Ruth
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The 2015 Global Healthcare Conference 
brought hospital administrators, physi-
cians, nurses and more together in Africa as 
attendees engaged over common challenges 
that are encountered while working within 
mission hospitals. 

Held sequentially  in two locations, Abidjan, 
Cote d’Ivoire and Lusaka, Zambia, the con-
ference attracted attendees from all over the 
continent as well as a large group from Loma 
Linda, CA.

The focus: developing an infrastructure to 
help support and sustain healthy hospitals. 
An immense part of this conference was the 
focus on hospital collaboration, how to deal 
with topics such as quality improvement, 
strategies for financial improvement, and 
governance. These interactive sessions pro-
vided collective learning and development 
opportunities for hospital personnel to create 
practical plans that could then be strategical-
ly applied to each institution. 

Richard Hart, MD, DrPH, 
president of AHI, shared 
that the conference was 
extremely well received. 
“A lot of important dis-
cussions were started and 
that is one of the reasons 

these conferences are so significant to our 
mission hospitals,” Hart said. 

First time attendee Pax Andy Matipwiri, 
director of projects and community health 
services at Malamulo Hospital in Malawi, 
shared that the experience for him was very 
impactful and gave him ideas on how to 
improve his work. 

“After the conference we (at Malamulo Hos-

pital) are planning to change. We are plan-
ning to take the suggestions that were con-
tributed through the conference and apply 
them to our site,” Matipwiri said. “I know for 
me personally, the conference was beneficial 
because it allowed me to see where we have 
gaps in our current communications. It has 
also given me a clearer perspective of how to 
manage my time as well as how to improve 
our services and management of our hospi-
tal.” 

Many participants also expressed that the 
value of these conferences is that they now 
see that other hospitals experience the same 
problems they encounter every day. 

“It is refreshing to see how other hospitals 
have dealt with issues and know that we 
are not alone in these struggles,” Matipwiri 
shared. 

Coordinated as a collaborative effort, the 
Global Healthcare Conference is cosponsored 
by Loma Linda University Health, Adventist 
Health International, and the General Con-
ference Department of Health Ministries. 

The first conference, in Cote d’Ivoire took 
place over Aug. 28-31 with nearly 110 attend-
ees regularly participating throughout the 
event. The second conference, in Zambia over 
Sept. 2-5 had nearly 100 attendees each day, 
with both conferences proving to be a success 
with groups participating from Zambia, 
Zimbabwe, Malawi, Chad, and many more 
locations. 

Second Regional Conference 
travels to Africa

Photos: Various locations through the 
Global Healthcare Conference in Africa

Antillean Adventist Hospital (AAH), better known to the locals as 
Advent, is taking big steps by nearly doubling its number of beds for 
patients on the small Netherland Antilles island of Curaçao. 

In 2015 AAH leadership made the decision to purchase one of the 
competing private hospitals, and the facility has now gone from being 
one of three hospitals on the island to owning two of the three. 

The private hospital they bought had run into major financial issues 
and was unable to make payments to the bank, forcing a sale at public 
auction. While the purchase of a new facility might seem like a risky 
endeavor, Cenaida Panneflek, director at AAH; Donald Pursley, chair-
man of the board; and the AAH leadership put together a detailed 
business plan that included buying this hospital. 

After the purchase, the AAH administration implemented a transition 
plan for the opening of the newly acquired private hospital. This plan 
included staffing, services to provide, equipment they would need, 
permits that had to be obtained, etc. This plan started in early 2015 
and patients were admitted in the new hospital later that summer. 

This comeback for AAH is incredible when you realize that in 2010 
the hospital was hit drastically by Hurricane Tomas, devastating the 
small 40-bed facility. Since that time they have focused on recovering, 
improving, expanding, and forever learning and growing as a premier 
quality health care institution. 

One of the things that defines this institution and its people is that 
they live by their mission of “Reflecting Christ.”  

“The success of AAH is due to the commitment of the hospital lead-
ership and staff to the mission, vision and values of the institution,” 
Donald Pursley said. “Their mission is modeled by the hospital lead-
ership and is instilled in the staff as they serve the patients and their 
families.” 

The island, unlike many AHI sites, is fortunate enough to have a 
strong economy. Curaçao has the element of being a tourist location, 
and it has served as a trading port for centuries. It also has oil refin-
eries. All are profitable business elements that create an economy 
where patients and insurance companies can afford to pay for hospi-
tal services. Add this to the strong leadership and support that AAH 
has, and the future only continues to look brighter for this once-small 
island hospital. 

A bright future for Curaçao  
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Contributions to AHI*
January 1 to December 31, 2015

Belize   2,000
Botswana  5,000
Chad   223,605
Congo  49,077
Ethiopia  320
General  408,575
Guyana  25,500
Haiti   210,482
Honduras  20,808
India   100
Liberia  99,576
Malawi  385,824
Nepal   63,284
Nicaragua  31,000
Nigeria  22,000
Rwanda  3,550
Sierra Leone  6,000
Trinidad  11,400
Venezuela  25,500
Zambia  150,998
Zimbabwe  250

Total   1,744,849

*Includes only funds donated through AHI - Global 

42 CLINICS
28 HOSPITALS 

22 COUNTRIES
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Changing lives

...  around the world



In the United States, access to medical 
specialists, health care facilities and 
technology is readily available. But 
in other parts of the world, this is not 
always the case. 

Telemedicine is the combination of 
telecommunication and information 
technologies that allows physicians to 
provide clinical health care consulta-
tions at a distance—perhaps in a neigh-
boring city, a different state or even a 
different country. This new protocol is 
helping to bridge the gap encountered 
when dealing with long distances and 
remote areas and, most importantly, 
improving and demonstrating that tele-
communication can help save lives. 

With the idea of making health care 
available to a much broader audience, 
dermatopathology fellow Ashley Ham-
stra, MD, and dermatology resident 
Travis Morrell, MD, MPH—with the 
support of AHI and the Global Health 
Institute (GHI)—have created a tele-
consultation program dubbed AHI 
Global Dermatology. This service is 
available to clinicians at AHI-affiliated 
mission hospitals and clinics through-
out Africa. 

So why would two young dermatolo-

gy physicians have the idea to start a 
teledermatology consultation service in 
Africa? When asked this question, the 
response was simple. 

“We believe human dignity is univer-
sal—not simply a geopolitical term,” 
Hamstra says. “We saw a real need and 
felt spiritually called to do something 
about it.” 

For over a year now, Hamstra and 
Morrell have been providing free tele-
consultations with limited pathology 
resources. Recently, they received a 
dermatology humanitarian grant, titled 
Dermatologist from the Heart, from the 
company, La Roche-Posay. The grant 
is being matched, dollar for dollar, by 
AHI, raising $20,000 to help the pro-
gram get up and running. 

“We plan to build our first telederma-
topathology laboratory at Malamulo 
Hospital in Malawi,” Hamstra shares. 
“We chose Malawi because it is the 
poorest country by some measures, 
and to our knowledge there is no 
permanent dermatologist in the entire 
country.” 

Just this year, Malamulo celebrated 
100 years of healing. This rich history 

helped to make it a model location for 
the first lab. Malamulo is also designat-
ed as Loma Linda University Health’s 
only field station, serving as a tempo-
rary home for residents on rotation. 

Morrell comments that an invaluable 
asset for the project is the fact that AHI, 
GHI, and several LLU residencies have 
already established strong connections 
with the staff at Malamulo Hospital. 

“The history of Malamulo Hospital 
itself is incredible,” Morrell explains, 
“more than 100 years running, now 
with residency programs for physicians 
from Africa through the Pan African 
Academy of Christian Surgeons (PAA-
CS) program, a College of Health Sci-
ences, a sister hospital in Blantyre, and 
17 satellite and mobile clinics working 
to serve rural and urban Malawians – 
this foundation, history, and wide local 
and international support makes Mala-
mulo Hospital the ideal place to start a 
teledermatopathology lab.” 

This fall both Morrell and Hamstra will 
travel to Malamulo to assemble the lab. 
Though it is starting small, this labo-
ratory will serve as the foundation for 
growth as the idea begins to generate 
more funding. 

The combined La Roche-Posay and 
AHI grants will also go towards start-
ing an annual week-long dermatology 
course, better equipping local clinicians 
to treat neglected tropical diseases and 
other dermatologic conditions for a 

region of nearly a million people. 
“Telemedicine is catching on fast here 
in the Western world,” points out 
Richard Hart, MD, DrPH, president 
of Loma Linda University Health and 
AHI, “but it has the most to offer in 
developing countries where specialty 
support is rare.” 

Hart continues, “This initiative is just 
the beginning of how technology can 
provide a great resource to isolated 
mission doctors on the front lines 
struggling with difficult diagnoses 
and treatment plans. Kudos to Ashley 
and Travis for making this happen in 
dermatology.” 

“Our goal is simple,” Hamstra reveals, 
“to empower rural clinicians in Africa 
to provide better dermatologic care. 
We hope to be a brick in the road to a 
healthier Africa.” 

Telemedicine 
reach spans to Africa 

Background photo: Telederm example of a local Zambians hand
Right photo: Ashley Hamstra receives Dermatologist from the Heart grant on 

October 15. Left to right: Dr. Tom Rohrer, MD, FAAD, Mohs surgeon and grant 
competition judge; Dr. Ashley Hamstra, MD, FAAD, director AHI Global Derma-

tology; Tyler Steele, VP of La Roche-Posay Medical and Media Relations.
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Nearly 13 years ago, Loma Linda University Health 
and AHI established a strong affiliation with Hopital 
Adventiste d’Haiti (HAH), a 70-bed hospital on the 
western edge of Port Au Prince, Haiti. A few years 
later, the School of Medicine’s graduating class of 
2010 chose to step out of their traditional role as 
students and start a trend for future classes. They 
adopted HAH as their class project and raised over 
$100,000 by graduation.

In the following years, students traveled to and from 
the hospital, serving however they could, all while 
fundraising for various projects on location and 
starting an endowment. Then something devastating 
happened. 

In 2010, the world watched as heart-wrenching 
images emerged from Haiti. Stories of heroism and 
heartbreak inspired millions to make donations and 
thousands to volunteer their efforts for Haiti relief 
following the 7.0 earthquake that devastated the 
country on Jan. 12. 

HAH was one of just six hospitals still able to provide 
care to the three million residents of Port Au Prince. 

According to Scott Nelson, MD, a Loma Linda Uni-
versity Health-trained orthopedic surgeon who had 
been working in the Dominican Republic but traveled 

immediately to HAH to help, the three months fol-
lowing the quake were filled with surgeries around 
the clock. 

More than 32,000 locals whose homes had been lost 
in the destruction of the earthquake sought shelter 
on hospital grounds and in tents on the adjoining 
university property. Many of these people remained 
there until late 2011.

Throughout the crisis and as the dust began to settle, 
many students from the School of Medicine class 
of 2010 responded to needs by traveling to Haiti to 
provide aid. 

Since that time, AHI has played a dynamic role in 
rebuilding the functionality of the hospital, providing 
time, financial assistance and volunteer aid. 

After all these years, three graduates from the class 
of 2010 have chosen to serve as long-term volunteers 
at HAH through the Deferred Mission Appointee 
(DMA) program. 

“My class adopted the hospital,” Alex Coutsoumpos, 
MD, shared. “It became a long-term project for us; 
we started an endowment and members of the class 
traveled to Haiti to help in various departments.”

Today, Coutsoum-
pos lives in Haiti 
with his wife and 
daughter and 
works at HAH as 
a general surgeon 
along with two of 
his classmates, Joe Kim, MD, emergency medicine, 
and Kim’s wife, Melissa, MD, in pediatrics. These in-
dividuals along with their families have made service 
a part of their education and career paths.  

With three graduates now serving at HAH, the class 
has taken the initiative to reignite the project and pro-
vide fundraising support for future projects. While 
the planning stages are just getting underway, one of 
the ideas that Coutsoumpos suggested was a fund to 
help take care of the poor who would otherwise not 
have enough money for hospital services. 

According to David Puder, MD, a psychiatry gradu-
ate from 2010, the plan is to get details on what Cout-
soumpos and the Kims are working on and see if 
they can continue to raise money for the endowment. 

The future of HAH is looking brighter with the 
support of these dedicated volunteers and donors all 
around the world. 

Haiti
Then and now

Photos: Taken after the 2010 earthquake



A superb year 
It isn’t easy for AHI to quell its enthusiasm. Our 
donors made 2015 an outstanding philanthropic year. 
Individual and organizational donors contributed 
a total of $1,744,849 in support of AHI’s overseas 
work. With the exception of years in which various 
crises magnetized the world’s attention (Ebola, Haiti 
earthquake, etc.), donors to AHI made for a record 
philanthropic year. 

“Thank you” is always much too small a phrase to 
use in expressing how grateful we at AHI truly feel. 
But, bespite the overused cliché, THANK YOU to 
you, our contributors.
 
A bit of detail on the year’s 
philanthropic gifts:
 
       From Belize to Zimbabwe, contributors chan-
neled their philanthropic gifts to 22 different regions 
of the world where AHI manages hospitals and 
clinics.  The map and regional stories featured in this 
report pinpoint the areas of contributors’ support.

       A full 22 percent of AHI’s list of donors contrib-
uted during the year. This proportion of support is 
outstanding compared to average U.S. gift appeal 
response rates.

       The donors’ gifts range from $1 all the way to 
$250,000.

        Chad, Haiti, Malawi, Zambia and the unrestrict-
ed account we call AHI General generated significant 
philanthropic support. As AHI donors well know, 
contributing to AHI in an unrestricted way gives the 
organization the flexibility of allocating monies to ur-
gent needs around the world as they arise. The noted 
countries drew unusual support because, as outlined 
in this report, they had special projects during the 
year.

       The year also saw some unusual gifts. The Loma 
Linda University Medical Auxiliary contributed 
$92,500 toward AHI hospitals that host University 
alumni as medical staff. The Auxiliary’s history of 
support to AHI is simply outstanding, totaling more 
than $790,000 over the past few years. 

       Versacare, a philanthropic foundation in Riv-
erside, California, provided $100,000 in support 
of projects in Nicaragua, Malawi, and Venezuela. 

Versacare’s grants and 
contributions to AHI 
total close to $800,000 
historically. The orga-
nization considers AHI 
as a formal partner in 
implementing global 
health care work.

Across AHI’s 19-year history, our donors have 
contributed more than $17,000,000. That is remark-
able, especially when considering that in 1997, AHI’s 
first year, the organization received $7,275. Donors’ 
philanthropy profiles an exemplary history of sup-
port.
 
AHI is still a volunteer and philanthropic—driven 
organization. With its hospital management program 
now spanning close to 30 countries, AHI’s work is 
fostered by, and depends on, the financial support of 
its contributors.
 
A penultimate note: if, as a contributor, you shop 
on SmileAmazon.com, and define Adventist Health 
International as your preferred charity, Amazon will 
donate a small percentage of your purchase value 
to AHI each time you shop. AHI has already begun 
receiving some of these contributions. So, please list 
Adventist Health International as your preferred 
charity as an Amazon shopper.
 
Now and always, thanks again to you, each individu-
al, family, organization, and church entity that gives 
openly, freely and generously.
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2015 Voluntary 
Support by Source

2015 Summary
Number of Gifts 1,186
Number of Donors 690
Average Gift 1,471
Average/Donor 2,529
Largest Gift 250,000
Smallest Gift 1

Photo: Versacare board members.
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Versacare is a private philanthropic foundation locat-
ed in Riverside, California, established many years 
ago following the sale of two hospitals. The Founda-
tion is dedicated to supporting educational, health, 
and service projects implemented by nonprofit enti-
ties affiliated with the Seventh-day Adventist Church.

Led by Adventist Board members that represent 
various national and global sectors of the Church, 
Versacare is both proactive and responsive in its phil-
anthropic programming. In its mission to share the 
Kingdom of God with the world’s population, Ver-
sacare’s philanthropy has supported nonprofit work 
in the U.S., as well as any global entity that would be 
a conduit to fulfilling its mission. Thus, Versacare’s 
philanthropy has stretched to some of the world’s 
most remote regions. 

Versacare’s support for AHI programs began sev-
eral years ago with assistance for capital and pro-
grammatic projects implemented in the Church’s 
Inter-American Division. Now however, it extends to 
AHI’s global programs that touch other areas of the 
world. Recent Versacare philanthropic projects have 
provided support for AHI hospitals and clinics in 
Nicaragua, Honduras, and Venezuela, but also in Li-
beria (particularly the recent Ebola crisis), and Chad.

Versacare and AHI have been formal partners in the 
implementation of global health care projects. Histor-
ically, Versacare’s philanthropy for AHI has totaled 
close to $800,000 over a two-decade period. AHI is 
grateful to Versacare for its partnership as it moves 
the Church’s health care work forward in critical 
ways. Our partnership with Versacare enhances vari-
ous countries’ service to their populations, and serves 
to spread the Church’s influence across the globe.

Versacare  
A critical supportive philanthropy

While Ebola is not the 
prominent threat that it 
once was in West Africa, there is still the fear that the 
epidemic might renew and the struggle to recover for 
individuals, families, businesses and hospitals is still 
a very real part of life. Many health care facilities are 
just now beginning to return to a normal way of life. 

Two AHI facilities that were hit hard were Cooper 
SDA Hospital in Liberia and Waterloo Hospital in 
Sierra Leone. 

After running as an Ebola Treatment Center, Wa-
terloo Hospital is transitioning back to a regular 
hospital. The entire facility, including the temporary 
buildings and walls that the government constructed 
to help meet the demands for Ebola patient care had 
to go through decontamination. Unfortunately the 
government remodeling, including the finishing of a 
new wing in the hospital, was done poorly, causing 
more work in the long run. 

Despite the hardships, there is good to report from 
Waterloo. Mission Direct in England has volunteered 
to help the hospital recover. Hospital administrators  
were able to negotiate the placement of the new gen-
erators, that were installed during the crisis to stay at 
Waterloo even after the government pulled out of the 
facility. Additionally, a trauma team from Loma Lin-
da University School of Behavior Health and ADRA 
International will provide training to the community 
in methods for dealing with the aftermath of the Ebo-
la crisis as well as lingering trauma from the previous 
civil wars. 

In Liberia, Cooper SDA Hospital is experiencing 
much of the same recovery process. Though serving 
as a non-Ebola treatment center during the outbreak, 
the facility still struggles with financial recovery 

within the country and the stigma that people are 
overcoming about going to hospitals again. 

Due to the effect that the crisis had on businesses and 
the economy, Cooper is encountering many cases 
where companies are unable to pay for the care that 
their clients receive, therefore causing Cooper to be 
backlogged in trying to collect payments from insur-
ance companies. 

This epidemic served as a wake up call for hospitals 
within West Africa. Cooper has recently received 
help to add a new triage center at the entrance of the 
hospital. This is becoming common practice through-
out West Africa so that the affected countries can be 
prepared for any emerging cases of Ebola. 

Today the biggest need at Cooper is to build a new 
hospital. The crisis has made it abundantly clear that 
there is too little room on the current property and it 
is essential that a new hospital be constructed. 

Property for a new facility has already been allocated 
on the same property as the new Adventist Univer-
sity of West Africa. When finished, the new hospital 
will expand services to the country as well as train 
new nurses and other health workers to help build 
the capacity of the nation. 

So many lives were lost during the Ebola crisis, 
patients and health care workers alike, that cannot 
be brought back. But with your help, this plan can 
work to create more health care professionals that 
will learn to fight diseases like this and help to create 
a safer and healthier West Africa. 

Transition from crisis to recovery
Life in Liberia and Sierra Leone after Ebola 
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As AHI has grown, we have included a longer and 
longer recitation of our various countries and hospi-
tals in this Annual Report. Now the list has become 
too long, so we are shifting to more focused reports 
on specific institutions and projects. Some institutions 
have so much happening, they now call for particular 
articles on individual projects. Major international 
challenges, like Ebola, bring great focus and interest 
in our institutions on the front lines of these coun-
tries. Other places are peaceful and carry on in quiet-
ness with their daily activities of healing and hope.  

There has been growing recognition of the critical 
role that AHI has played for nearly 20 years now 
in saving and strengthening Adventist health care 
institutions. We rarely subsidize operating costs 
now, anywhere in the world, and are more focused 
on capacity development and capital projects. An-
other major thrust has been to create national health 
systems that link all the Adventist institutions in 
each country, from hospitals to the smallest clinics 
or community projects. This gives us more political 
clout when necessary and moves us closer to sharing 
common goals. It also gives us more power when 
negotiating purchases or contracts and certainly 
makes us more competitive on grant proposals. These 
national Adventist systems are coming together in 
Zambia and Malawi, while they are more rudimenta-
ry in countries with fewer institutions.  

Another major thrust of AHI has been to create 
“teaching hospitals,” what we have called Field 

Stations. Malamulo Hospital in Malawi was the first 
to gain this label, due to its size, potential for host-
ing students, residents, and faculty, and its base as a 
source of research and training. Now we are work-
ing on developing our hospital in Haiti so we have 
a Field Station in the Americas as well. In time we 
expect other institutions to achieve this level as their 
capacity for hosting various activities grows.
Since its inception, AHI has guarded carefully what 
our “brand” was, trying to avoid assuming respon-
sibilities we could not handle, and keeping our focus 
only on those institutions that had officially joined 
the organization. As we have grown, that boundary 
of what “is” or “is not” an AHI institution has be-
come harder and harder to define and defend. When 
most hospitals in a division are part of AHI, it is 
natural to invite the remaining institutions to share in 
our educational conferences and other division level 
activities. So we have softened what it means to be 
part of AHI and are now developing broader agree-
ments of participation. This will mean that entire di-
visions or areas of the world join AHI in some sense, 
participating equally in the benefits of becoming part 
of an even larger system. This facilitates sharing re-
sources like people and equipment, and greatly helps 
in supporting educational programs that must span 
multiple countries.  

Innovation continues to be a hallmark of AHI. In this 
report you have read about our initial forays into tele-
medicine in Malawi and beyond. You have hear of  a 
hospital purchase in Curaçao, and disaster responses 
in Nepal and Liberia/Sierra Leone. Perhaps our most 
innovative experiment is our new medical model, the 
Chalala project in Lusaka, Zambia. Plans are moving 
forward to create the self-supporting multi-special-
ty clinic that will provide practice opportunities for 
young professionals to work within a church setting 
while generating their own income. Building plans 
are being finalized for the Chalala clinic as we raise 
the remaining funds to construct this new institution 
on donated land. We believe this model holds great 
promise in countries where most of our traditional 
institutions are very rural and often not very visible. 
We expect to follow a similar model in both Limbe 
and Lilongwe, Malawi, and eventually elsewhere.

A look back as 
we move forward
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As we have grown, in both geographical scope and 
level of involvement, our capacity to support this 
system has been stretched. We still depend primari-
ly on volunteers here at Loma Linda, who really do 
have “day jobs” that they must tend to. Our expand-
ing donor base of support has enabled us to retain 
expertise in such areas as clinical laboratory support, 
accounting and financial management, electronic 
medical records, and building construction and re-
pairs. These experts are available to travel the world, 
often on short notice, providing a high level of exper-
tise at critical times. You can only imagine what this 
means to our professionals in the field, often laboring 
under difficult conditions with little hope of finding 
local expertise for a particular problem. We need to 
expand this list of experts and give them even more 
resources to keep moving our institutions to the level 
of clinical functioning that will make each place the 
referral hospital or clinic of choice in their respective 
areas.

Finally, it is important to note the growing number of 
young professionals who are offering their services to 
AHI and its institutions. Both our Deferred Mission 
Appointee and Global Service Award programs here 
at Loma Linda attract many of our graduates, from 
all our schools and disciplines, to commit to serve 
abroad after graduation. Even more inspiring is the 
growing number of professionals from the US and 
abroad, both young and old, who are offering long-
term service to various institutions. One of the most 
gratifying groups are young business development 
experts who recognize that AHI needs their expertise 
as we seek to raise the bar in so many places. They 
often relieve the doctors and health team members 
from spending hours on tasks they don’t fully under-
stand or enjoy.  

AHI continues to grow in size and involved institu-
tions. Ghana has great plans for its institutions, and 
has asked AHI to become involved. Northern Nigeria 
is becoming involved once again, and India is talking 
about its future and how to manage the 11 hospitals 
within that great country. With nearly 30 hospi-
tals now part of our network, and that many again 
talking about joining, the tasks are huge, but with 
a potential that is even greater. Our commitment to 
the world and its health has never been stronger and 
more fulfilling.
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Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Other receivables
     Total assets

Liabilities and net assets:
Accounts payable
     Total liabilities
Net assets:
     Unrestricted
     Unrestricted, board designated
     Temporarily restricted
     Permanently restricted
Total liabilities and net assets

(unaudited)
12.31.15

$2,790,852 
86,514 

$2,877,367 

$76,745 
76,745 

249,228 
219,866 

2,189,932 
141,596 

$2,877,367 

Support and revenue:
     Contributions
     Interest income
     Other income
Total support and revenue

Expenses:
     International programs
     General and administrative
     Fundraising
Total expenses

Net transfers
Change in net assets

Beginning net assets
Ending net assets

(restated)
12.31.14

$2,366,517 
56,942 

$2,423,459 

$87,169 
87,169 

175,478 
210,000 

1,812,551 
138,261 

$2,423,459

Unrestricted

$355,826 
74,015 

0 
429,841 

0 
191,206 

6,465 
197,671 

(148,555)
83,615 

385,478 
$469,093 

Temporarily
Restricted

$1,407,014 
26,412 
1,346 

1,434,772 

1,202,138 
0 
0 

1,202,138 

144,748 
377,382 

1,812,551 
$2,189,933 

Permanently
Restricted

$0 
854 

0 
854 

1,326 
0 
0 

1,326 

3,807 
3,335 

138,261 
$141,596

2015
Total

$1,762,840 
$101,281 

$1,346 
1,865,467 

1,203,464 
191,206 

6,465 
1,401,135 

0 
464,332 

2,336,290 
$2,800,622 

2014
Total

$2,310,504 
47,646 
39,402 

2,397,552 

905,578 
235,586 

4,470 
1,145,634 

0 
1,251,918 

1,084,371 
$2,336,289

Statements of Financial Position 

Statement of Activities
For the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014

2015 
FINANCIAL
STATEMENT
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Leave a meaningful legacy
By including Adventist Health International (AHI) in your will, trust, retirement 
account, or life insurance policy, you can pass on your love for the service work of 
mission hospitals and clinics to future generations. 

You will be helping to secure the critical health care, education and mission roles 
that these entitites and their dedicated men and women play. 

Yours is a wonderful gift that will make a powerful difference. 

I have included AHI in my will, trust, or other document 
as a beneficiary.

I would like to speak to someone about making a gift. 
Please call me. 

Lisnett Chipyoza is 109 years old. Pictured here with two of her 
surviving children, she has chosen to dedicate her life to serving 

others. Through her time as one of the first Malawian nurse midwives, 
she served at Malamulo Hospital for years and 

always knew that this is what God had planned for her. 
This is her legacy.

Name:

Address:

Phone:

Email:
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Photo: Lisnett’s family near Malamulo Hospital in Malawi
Back photo: Zambian women in a rural village dance for joy.



11060 Anderson Street, Loma Linda, California 92350
909-558-5610  |  ahi@llu.edu
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